Backlighting Made Easy!
Light Tape®, methodically developed and engineered to be the perfect backlight. Ideal to evenly
illuminate a number of surfaces from stone to glass and engineered plastics. Delivered in wide
rolls for a quick and easy installation, a lighting medium like no other.

Easy Installation: Large backlighting panels
made to your custom dimensions. Cut
your installation time by 75%.

Thin & Wide: Thinner than a credit card and

Rapid Delivery: Standard widths in-stock, cut
to your length. Ability to produce custom sizes
with short lead times.

Made in the USA: Top Quality, built in the USA
with pride utilizing the best materials and
manufactured to last.

Light Tape® uses 40%
less power than traditional LEDs at equal
brightness.

No Heat Problems: Unlike LEDs, Light Tape®
can run for 40,000 hours and never get hot. Plus
operates in extreme temperatures.

Custom Cut Shapes: Illuminate non-symmetric shapes with a uniform mirror image
light source. Allow your creativity to determine your lights design.

Even Illumination: No hot or cold spots at any
size, a uniform light source without the need for
diffusion.

any tight area and cover any surface with ease.

Prepare to be illuminated
Why bother with the hassle and expense to make hundreds of
light bulbs look like one?
Light Tape®

LED Ribbon

LED Light Edge
Lit Panel

LED Squares

Even
Illumination

Yes, no diffusion
required

No, random hot &
cold spots based
on LED layout

No, dark seams
where sections meet
& bright on edges

No, a number of
seams where each
panel meets

Product
Description

One roll of
Light Tape® and
one driver

Rolls of LED ribbon
and a number of
drivers

Three large edge lit
acrylic 2’ x 6.5’
sections with drivers

40 one square foot
panels and several
drivers

1800 LED bulbs at
11mm pitch

960 LED bulbs at
11mm pitch

960 LED bulbs
(24 LED’s per panel)

Average of 40 hours
of labor to construct
light box & lots of
mess

Several hours
depending on
existing surface
height

Average of 20 hours
of labor to prep and
glue 40 squares

Luminaires per One completely flat
lamp made to width
System
None, matter of
Light Box
minutes not hours,
Construction &
just roll it out
Installation Costs

Electrical
Installation and
Wiring Costs
Environmental
Heat Impact

Plug-n-Play

Average of 20 hours Average of 8 hours
of labor to wire and of labor to wire and
balance LED lighting numerous drivers
to install

Average of 20 hours
of labor to wire and
connect 40 squares

None, produces no Produces 4,500 BTU’s Produces 3,000 BTU’s Produces 3,200 BTU’s
heat, cool to touch of heat, needs cooling of heat, needs cooling of heat, needs cooling

Shipping Sizes &
Shipping Cost

26”x18”x13” box
weighing 18 lbs.
via UPS Ground

of
heat created
24”x24”x20”
box

ofAheat
created
90 lbs.
pallet
via UPS Freight
which is costly

created
(2)of45heat
lbs. 24”x24”x24”
boxes via
UPS Ground

Average install/
operational cost

$66 for shipping

$3,000 to $4,000

$1,000 to $2,000

$2,500 to $3,500

weighing 25 lbs.
via UPS Ground

Note: Based on illuminating a 2’ x 10’ surface.

How Light Tape® works.

 All this and thinner than a credit card

Light Tape® is manufactured in the United States by
Electro-LuminX™ Lighting Corporation.
© Copyright 2017. All Rights Reserved.
The Light Tape® formulation technology is protected by patents
5,491,377, 5,976,613, and 7,582,000, and additional patents are pending.

Our patented Light Tape® employs Electroluminescent (EL) technology.
Light Tape® illuminates consistently over an entire surface area and
offers a bend radius that wraps around your little finger. Only the best
materials are used. It contains neither glass nor gas and generates no
heat. Compared with other EL technologies, Light Tape® is over 2.5 times
brighter at the same current, which translates into a longer commercial
lifetime.

Electro-Luminx Lighting Corporation
1320 N. Boulevard

Richmond, Virginia
23230

Tel: 1.804.355.1692
thelighttapeteam@lighttape.com
www.lighttape.com

